Pathogen Reduction of Transfusable Blood Products
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Key Points

- Pathogen reduction (PR) proactively reduces the risk of transfusion-transmitted diseases, including that of many emerging infectious diseases.
- Bleeding outcomes have been comparable between patients receiving PR-treated vs. standard platelets and plasma (potential exception: massively bleeding patients).
- PR is an effective alternative to irradiation for mitigation of transfusion-associated graft-vs.-host disease.
- Rates of febrile nonhemolytic and allergic transfusion reactions appear to be lower with PR-treated platelets; solvent-detergent-treated pooled plasma has been associated with reduced TRALI risk.
- PR of whole blood and RBCs is not yet approved.

Introduction: Current practices aimed at reducing the risks for transfusion-transmitted diseases (TTDs) and certain other transfusion complications require the careful recruitment and behavioral screening of volunteer donors, testing for evidence of blood-borne pathogens, and use of good manufacturing practice-compliant systems to avoid the collection and distribution of unacceptable blood components. Despite these efforts, however, numerous TTDs – especially emerging agents for which donor screening is not available – continue to threaten blood safety. Pathogen reduction (PR) encompasses a number of processes that render most blood-borne pathogens non-infectious (and also inactivate residual white blood cells).

Background: Per-unit risks (and test-negative window periods) for the most serious TTDs have fallen substantially in recent decades – e.g., to 1:1,467,000 (9.0 to 9.1 days) for HIV, 1:1,149,000 (7.4 days) for hepatitis C virus (HCV), and 1:843,000-1:1,208,000 (18.0 to 26.5 days) for hepatitis B virus (HBV). Still, TTD threats persist, especially for emerging agents such as Babesia and Zika virus.

Platelet transfusion-associated septic reactions also remain problematic, because the room temperature storage of these products (i.e., compared to the refrigerated conditions used for red blood cells) favors bacterial growth. In North America, bacterial culture is done on platelet units no sooner than 24 hours after collection, after which products are often held for an additional incubation interval of 12-24 hours prior to their release, thereby delaying their availability. Despite this, however, active surveillance has found contamination in 1:2,571 platelet doses transfused and a septic reaction rate of 1:10,288 (note: the latter must be multiplied by the number of units to which a patient is exposed to estimate per-patient risk). Moreover, the estimated mortality rate is 1 per 500,000 platelet transfusions.

Pathogen Reduction: PR constitutes a shift from a reactive strategy toward a more proactive one. Available technologies consist primarily of chemical inactivation (e.g., solvent-detergent treatment = SDT) and photochemical treatment (PCT).

SDT, used exclusively on plasma products, lyses cell membranes and viral envelopes, leading to >5.4-6.0 log reductions for sensitive pathogens. The SDT plasma product Octaplas (Octapharma AG, Switzerland) is manufactured using pools of human donor plasma obtained from 630-1,520 individual donors. The dilutional effect associated with such pooling significantly reduces the per-dose impact of any putative donor leukocyte antibodies, such as those that cause TRALI (transfusion-related acute lung injury). French hemovigilance data from 2007-2008 identified no TRALI cases associated with the transfusion of more than 200,000 units of SDT plasma treated with FDA-licensed Octaplas in January 2013, but use of this product remains limited, due primarily to cost.

PCT methods, applicable to plasma and platelet products, include INTERCEPT (Cerus Corporation, Concord, CA, USA) and Mirasol (Terumo BCT, Lakewood, CO, USA). The former uses a psoralen compound (amotosalen) that is activated by UV-A light. The latter uses riboflavin exposed to broad spectrum UV light. Both lead to irreversible damage to nucleic acids and inactivation of microorganisms and leukocytes.

The SPRINT trial using INTERCEPT platelets, demonstrated comparable rates of WHO grade 2-4 bleeding in patients transfused with PR vs. conventional platelets (Grade 2 bleeding: 58.5% vs. 57.5%, respectively; grade 3/4 bleeding: 4.1% vs. 6.1%; p = 0.001) and a slight reduction in the rates of transfusion reactions (manifested “primarily [by] fever, chills, urticaria, or rash”) in the PR group compared to
the control (3.0 vs. 4.4%; p = 0.02). The experimental group experienced lower 1- and 24-hour corrected count increments and the need for greater numbers of transfusions (averaging 8.4 vs. 6.2 units per patient for PR versus control products, respectively; p < 0.001). In December 2014, FDA approved the INTERCEPT Blood Systems for both platelets and plasma. Further work is being done on Mirasol platelets and plasma, which are CE-marked and used in Europe and other parts of the world, but have not yet received U.S. licensure.

Existing PR methods inactivate residual leukocytes (i.e., in addition to most microbes) contained within platelet components and obviate the need for x-ray or gamma irradiation to prevent transfusion-associated graft-vs.-host disease. Moreover, platelets treated via available PR methods have been protected from bacteria, do not require bacterial screening and may, under appropriate conditions, be stored for up to 7 days. A future advantage of PR is the potential to eliminate TTD tests for emerging agents (e.g., for dengue and Zika virus).

In a real-world report of the introduction of INTERCEPT platelets, overall platelet production costs increased by 85.5%, of which 69.6% was comprised by INTERCEPT processing. Reduced expiration of platelet products (associated with 7-day storage) and other savings reduced the overall increase to 71.7%. Also, existing PR methods in general may be less efficacious against certain very high titer agents, like HBV, and intrinsically resistant to pathogens like prions, hepatitis A virus, parvovirus B19, and bacterial spores. Moreover, questions still must be answered about the extent to which the use of PR-treated platelets may, or may not, contribute to the need for increased numbers of platelet and RBC transfusions on a per-patient basis. This is exemplified by a recent, controversial, commentary alleging a possible increased mortality associated with the use of standard doses of PR-treated platelets and plasma during the transfusion management of massively bleeding patients.

The more efficiencies gained from PR, the greater the incentive will be to adopt this strategy. However, the motivation of some blood centers and many hospitals to implement use of PR-treated components may be offset by concerns about increased (and suboptimally reimbursed) costs and reduced operational efficiencies. Regarding the latter, absent the ability to apply PR to triple platelethpheresis collections, there is much discussion about the problematic impact PR will have – until further refinements are approved – on reducing success rates for multi-product platelet collections.

Lastly, manufacturers continue to work on the “holy grail” of PR – i.e., its application to whole blood and/or red blood cells that constitute the large majority of transfusions. The primary challenge is to identify processes that will work in the opaque, i.e. more-light resistant, milieu of these blood components. A landmark randomized trial has demonstrated that the Mirasol whole blood system can reduce transfusion-transmitted malaria by 90% in sub-Saharan Africa.

**Conclusions:** PR technology effectively reduces the residual burden of most pathogens in platelets and plasma. Currently, no methods are approved in the U.S. for the treatment of whole blood or red blood cell components. The benefits of PR should be balanced against institutional, regional, and societal costs associated with implementation. More blood centers are developing their capacity to manufacture PR components – especially platelets. Time will tell, however, how rapidly hospitals and clinicians will drive the demand for this capacity.
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